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● As a marketing professional, is it your job to 
produce tons of content, or deliver results?

● Do you view online traffic as something you 
need to chase, or do you see it as something 
you can control?

● Can you pick a product or service and develop 
a marketing plan, initiate a launch and 
measure results in 3 months or less?

To put it another way,
● Do you want to be viewed as a superfluous 

expense, or do you want to be viewed as a 
valuable asset to a profitable business?

If you're ready to be seen as someone who can 
get the job done and deliver results...read on!

This guide will help walk you through the first steps to an actionable marketing plan that provides results with so 
much precision you'll be able to:
● Readily estimate the number of direct sales your marketing method will bring in.
● Define a starting launch date, budget and goals,
● And separate out the prospects who are time wasters from those who really want what you have to offer. 

In addition, you'll be able to:
● Cut your rigorous content producing work load to practically nothing,
● Dial up and down your traffic at will, and therefore your sales, and
● Be able to offer a plan, budget and expected ROI for your efforts.



  

BUT BEFORE WE GET STARTED!

CLICK ON THIS LINK TO BOOK YOUR FREE, PERSONAL 
CONSULTATION FOR YOUR PROJECT.

1. When you arrive on my site, click the “Book Now” button.

2. You'll be taken to a calendar.  Click a the day you prefer that is far enough out to give 
you time to complete your Top Contenders list, and then select a time.  (Times 
already filled are in gray.  Available times are in white.)

3. Click “Next” and fill in the details so I can have a little information and prepare for our 
call by looking at your company's website.

4. Click “Book It” and you'll be able to save the date and time in your calendar.  A 
confirmation email will be sent to you.

5. When you have your Top Contenders Checklist completed, immediately email it to 
carl@chaperonecopywriting.com

Let's Go!

http://www.chapteronecopywriting.com/book-online
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My Top Contender: ________

 Room to Run?
 Decent Margins?

My Iron Triangle Advantage:
 Primary: _____________
 Secondary: ___________

“Common Ground” Rule Findings:

Your Top Contender Checklist

The information you'll collect on your Top 
Contender Checklist will help you as you 
prioritize your products and services, build 
an outline for your informational video and 
create your value proposition so you have 
a competitive advantage in the 
marketplace.  

For your convenience I'm delivering a 
download of the actual form in the email I'll 
send you confirming your date and time for 
your free consultation call. 

When completed and you've found your 
Top Contender, immediately go to the link 
found on the form to send me your Top 
Contender information.  This will let me  
prepare for our call.

I'm looking forward to seeing what you've 
come up with and our call!

TOP CONTENDERS



  

QUESTION ONE:  Does it have room to run?
Every product has a life span.  Change happens; market saturation is often reached.  That's why 
flip phones have given way to smart phones, software solutions reach critical numbers and 
therefore tech giants come out with new products and some services need to follow trends as to 
what the public wants or needs.

You don't want to set up a marketing campaign for something that is on its last legs no matter 
how integral that service or product has historically been to your business.  Without spending 
weeks analyzing markets, you can tell if a product or service has reached saturation levels when 
you see the following:
● Sales within your own company are flattening out with nothing else having changed.
● Prices from competitors keep dropping while they are trying to catch last minute stragglers in 

the marketplace.
● Competitors are testing new solutions or are adapting old ones to new markets.
● A look at keyword traffic for your product or service is declining.
● There are fewer ads for the product or service than there were a year ago, showing 

competition has lost interest in trying to make something happen in a declining market.

If the market is saturated does it make sense to keep promoting it?  Despite this items historical 
place in your company's bottom line, no it doesn't.  Put this item on your “Losers” list.

Getting Started

On the flow chart you'll see a black circle.  This is your starting 
point.  List all of your possible products or services you could 
promote as a stand alone initiative.  Follow  the chart and answer 
the questions to sort through the products or services and know 
which one to promote first.
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QUESTION TWO:  Does it have decent 
margins?
That may sound odd but there is a reason for this 
question.  If margins are low it may not be wise to push a 
product too heavily.  There may be better choices to 
promote on a stand alone basis simply because 
marketing costs may eat up those slim margins.  

At the same time, for some businesses, a product or 
service with a long time to break even once sold may be 
dangerous to promote too heavily.  If the business 
suddenly got in a flood of new orders or clients for things 
that take a long time to break even, the business might 
experience a cash flow problem.

Another reason for asking about margins is for “lost 
leader” items.  Once in a while a business will offer a low 
margin, lost leader on the hopes of future upsells.  If this 
is the case you need to find out if upsells really do occur 
on a regular basis.  If they don't it's probably best to stay 
away.  If they do you have two possible choices:

1. Continue to promote the lost leader item, but be 
aware that the upsale cycle may be long and therefore 
influence your marketing ROI.

2. Take a look at the upsold product or service.  Is it 
possible that with the right promotion it could sell 
directly without the lost leader?  If so, and if it is 
already selling well as an extension of the lost leader, 
you may have found a Top Contender that has never 
been given a chance to be sold directly.
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Yes No

Does It 
Have A 
Clearly 
Defined 
Value?

QUESTION THREE:  Does it have a clearly 
defined value proposition or clear competitive 
advantage?
It's not enough to just offer something...you've got to be able to 
describe why your potential client or customer should pick you over 
the big sea of competition.

Don't fall into the trap of being the “Biggest”, “Oldest”, “Most 
Trusted” or “Best”.  Anyone can say that, even if it is a lie.  What is it 
that really trips the trigger for potential buyers?  What do they care 
about that you can supply in spades?

Knowing the answers to the items below allows you to craft not only 
your value proposition, but your informational video by addressing 
all aspects of what your buyer needs and what they need to know 
about you.

It Pays to Be a Spy
Google your competition and see what they are saying.  Does it sound vaguely familiar?  If it does 
you need to come up with something new and let the familiar stuff be secondary to your primary 
value.  What truly resonates with your audience?  What are they concerned about, what motivates 
them or why would they be looking for a solution like what you offer?

For each competitor you look at you'll want to take note of the following information.  It may help to 
put this in a spreadsheet-type format. 

Competitor 
Name/URL

Their Value 
Proposition

Target 
Audience 

Pain Points

Service or 
Product 
Features

Service or 
Product 
Benefits

Keywords 
Used

Relative 
Traffic Size



  

Value Proposition:  A clear value proposition makes it easy for the potential buyer or client to 
choose one solution or company over another (and you'd be surprised how many of your 
competitors cannot provide this).  Knowing what others are using for a value proposition allows 
you to define your own better.  Why should I do business with you? Why should I buy your 
product or service?  What is your competitors' “hook” that is supposed to reel in new business?

Target Audience Pain Points:  Does your competition understand the problems or needs of the 
target audience?  Being able to do so allows the prospect to nod their heads in agreement and 
say, “This company understands what I want.”  They may not address this...but you should!

Service or Product Features:  Does what the competitor provides match up, exceed or fall 
below what you provide?  If your offering falls below this threshold, talk to your sales people and 
see if this issue ever comes up.  If it does, and the “hole” in your product or service can't be 
quickly filled, this product or service is probably not a Top Contender.  

Service or Product Benefits:  It is not enough to list the features of what you offer.  If you stop 
there you've just given prospective buyers the ammo to compare you with others on features 
and, ultimately, on price.  Benefits describe how the product, service or various features better 
the lives of buyers.

For the next two sections use a competitive analysis tool such as SEMRush.com.  Copy and 
paste the URL of your competitor (which can be page specific if their competing product or 
service resides on a separate page).  You'll be returned an analysis of traffic and keywords, 
what ads they are running (useful for PPC) and additional competitors and rankings.  

Keywords Used:  On the left bar select “Organic Research” and “Advertising Research” to find 
keywords.  These will be useful for PPC ads.  You'll also find “trends” for keyword traffic, another 
indicator as to whether or not the product or service you're considering is still in demand or 
running out of steam.

Relative Traffic Size:  It will be interesting to note the size of your competitors traffic.  This is a 
relative number as analytic tools each count visitors differently.  But overall it gives you a good 
idea for the relative traffic numbers between competitors and who is first to last in the market. 

  



  

The Iron Triangle
This is only for your Top Contenders – or later for helping you think about your Possibilities as 
you move them to the Top Contender list.

The Iron Triangle can be an additional tool that helps you think about how to position your 
product or service apart from your competitors.  

The theory behind it is that every product or 
service from every competitor can fall into one of 
three positions in the triangle.  Your task is to find 
out where the others fall and then position your 
offering in the opposite apex.  When  you do you 
will have found a position, value proposition or 
competitive advantage your competition does not 
fulfill and likely won't be able to copy.

Restaurants

Example:  Let's assume you want to go out for dinner.  You have a plethora of choices, but when 
you think about it the “value” of each choice can be divided into the three corners on the triangle:
1. Quick – A fast food restaurant has a value of “quick”.  It's easy to get in and out without 

spending a lot of time, but the food will be underwhelmingly predictable and the atmosphere 
doesn't add to the dining experience.

2. Good Food – Going to a restaurant with good food may be more important that “quick”, but that 
doesn't mean you'll get a great 5-Star atmosphere.  Think of a local diner or pub.

3. 5-Star Atmosphere – A high end choice would mean you get linen, a wait staff attentive to your 
every need and the meal is meant to be more of an experience with a menu that offers items not 
commonly found at the other two choices.  It won't be quick and the food, even at a 5-Star, may 
not be great.

The Iron Triangle theory says any competitor can occupy one space, and may occasionally creep 
toward another, but no one can be all things to all people.  Therefore the fast food chain, for 
example, will never be able to copy the experience of a 5-Star and will likely have a hard time 
achieving “good”.  Neither are in its wheelhouse of offering “quick”.  At the same time you may find 
secondary values that cannot be duplicated, such as price.  The 5-Star will never be as cheap as 
the fast food, and “good” will be found somewhere in the middle.

QUICK GOOD

5-STAR



  

Look once again at the spreadsheet you developed while investigating your competitors.  You 
should see a pattern emerging when thinking about your competitive advantage.  There are three 
examples below.  Each has potentially three corners of an Iron Triangle (as shown by the 
underlined words) but it has elected one it can own, as shown by the bold and italicized words.  Its 
competitors would have a hard time duplicating this competitive advantage.  

A tech company may not be the cheapest or 
have exactly all of the features others 
provide, but it might offer the best and 
longest “hand held” service to its customers 
when they are implementing its solution.

A small toll/white label manufacturer may 
not be able to offer the best price, but their 
product may be just as good as that made 
by the Fortune 1000 and they may offer 
small order runs or batches, which is 
attractive to smaller end users.

A law firm may offer all forms of legal advice and support, 
but suppose they want to focus on one area of expertise.  
They have chosen elder law, an area that is profitable, has 
the least amount of time spent in actual court cases and 
has a growing need.  They can do this by recognizing their 
expertise in one area while their competitors shot gun the 
need for all types of law at competitively lower hourly rates.

Notice also that in all three examples “price” becomes a non-issue when the right competitive 
advantage is used.  “Service”, “expertise” and “custom” do not equal “cheap”, but plenty of people 
never eat at McDonalds either.  Lay out your competitors up against your own business and find a 
corner of the Iron Triangle you can own that they can't duplicate...then go after that market.



  

1. You need to know where you stand before you take your 
product or service to market, and you need to be able to give 
your audience a reason to buy from you.

2. If you can't describe your own value proposition, features and 
benefits just yet it does not mean the product or service has no 
value.  It just means it's not ready to take it to the masses.  
More time will have to be spent developing this, and therefore 
this product or service should temporarily go on the 
“Possibilities” list.

3. Spending the time to do this analysis now not only lets you 
know if you can build a video or webinar, it will greatly speed 
up the process when you do.  Your future video will address all 
of the things you've learned during this exercise.

Why spend so much time going over competitors and value 
propositions now?

In reality this doesn't take a lot of time.  Once you've done this for a couple of competitors you'll 
see it moves pretty quickly.  But...

This exercise helps you stand out from the 
rest in everything you'll do from here on out.

Are you still stumped about your value proposition, audience need, features and benefits?  Now might be a 
good time to let the cat out of the bag and talk to your sales team.  Let them know you're coming up with a 
marketing plan that will provide them with qualified sales leads and you want their input.  Then ask, “What 
hook do you use that closes the most sales, who is our most likely buyer, what “pain” do they feel that needs 
to be satisfied for this particular item or service?  Is it something the competition finds hard to defeat?”

If the value proposition for this product or service is still not immediately clear, place it on your “Possibilities” 
list and move on.  You only want to keep working with Top Contenders.



  

QUESTION FOUR:  Do you know your market?
If you've worked your way through the steps thus far you've undoubtedly learned a lot about your target 
audience.  You've seen who your competitors are going after, but you've also collected information about 
what motivates your prospects to change, buy or act.  You know the types of industries or individuals that 
will eventually need and want your offer.  

Instead, we're going to use the Common Ground rule.  From all that you know about 
your market, the industries and individuals who need to be convinced you have the 
best solution, what common traits, fears, and needs do they have?  What common 
solution are they seeking?  What common hook trips their trigger into buying?

You're going to be presenting your informational video or recorded webinar to all sorts of people within your 
target audience.  The video is what gets people motivated to look into your products or services more fully, 
but it can't address every person and every possible objection all of those individuals might have.  

“Knowing Your Market” in this sense therefore means being able to write down three or four pain 
points, three or four benefits, outline your solution and value proposition for one general audience 
and wrap it up into one call to action. If you can do that for a particular product or service, you've 
found your Top Contender.

Move to the “Possibilities” List

Move to the “Top Contender” List

Do You Know
Who Your 
Market Is?Yes No

Many would tell you that you 
need to address each industry, 
every possible buyer, every 
decision maker who has a 
question or objection.  They'll 
tell you that, armed with this 
information, you need to write 
blogs and segment your emails 
for each individual. 



  

KPI's and Budgets
Developing key performance indicators and budgets under this model is extremely easy.  There 
are only a few things you want to measure, and because we're using PPC costs are fixed and 
results can be estimated before your campaign ever launches.

LANDING PAGE

PPC

VIDEO

TASK

10%

35%

34%

50%

2.5%

SALE
Keyword estimated traffic 
x % clicks x cost per click 
from all sources.  Pay 
attention to actual results.

Estimated % of email 
captures.  15% is upper 
range to shoot for over 
time.

Approximately 25% to 
35% will watch your video 
completely.

60-75% of your estimated 
engagement will happen 
right away.  The rest will 
result from your emails & 
time sensitive offer.

Ask your sales team what 
their closing ratio is when 
given a highly qualified 
sales lead.

100,000 Monthly 
Searchers x 2.5% x 

$1

2500 Visitors x 10% 
= 250

At 35%, 87 Will 
Watch Your Video All 
of the Way Through

30 Will Complete the 
Task Oriented 

Project

50% Closing Ratio
= 15 Sales/month

VISITOR FLOW KPI's EXAMPLE BUDGET

Cost = $2,500 + 
Development

Customer Acquisition Cost 
= $2,500 / 15 = $166.67

*See “Notes” Next Page



  

Notes
● KPI percentages shown are national averages.  % for click through rates is Google PPC 

only. Use your own sales closing ratio.  Your experience will vary, especially in the 
early days of a campaign.  If you must use these for budgetary purposes, 
underestimate these for the first few months and let your actual experience guide you 
going forward.  If you want to monitor your emails, the national average for open rates 
is 19% and click throughs is 3%, and this varies only slightly by industry.

● In addition to actual PPC costs, there are a few other costs for a campaign such as 
this:

1. Development costs (hours/personnel/graphics, etc.)
2. Ongoing management and split testing
3. Social media ad costs
4. Tool costs, such as an email auto-responder and video software.

● Use analytics to find your actual experience as you launch the campaign.  “Time on 
Page” needs to be converted to the percentage of visitors who view your entire movie.  
This is done by multiplying the number of email captures by your Time on Page by 
decimal.  IE, 75 email signups multiplied by .2222 (twenty-two minutes, twenty two 
seconds with inserted decimal) = 31%.  75 sign-ups x .31 = 23 full views.

● Under-estimate your initial expectations and do a “soft launch” (run only one set of 
PPC, such as 2nd tier, or Facebook) for a month or so to establish your own figures.



  

Why Does This System Works So Well?
Over the last fifteen, going on twenty, years I have tested this method numerous times versus 
the common grind of typical content marketing and SEO.  I have yet to run into a B2B, 
professional service. high ticket tech or  professional coaching situation where this didn't exceed 
expectations and the results of content marketing.

You've already seen from the video the many advantages to this system:
● Less content to write.
● Assurance of traffic without counting on SEO.
● Not having to rely on the short shelf life of social media to attract buyers.
● Being able to develop a launch date, budget and ROI expectations.

That makes building a marketing campaign easier, but the question still remains, “Why does this 
system lead to more sales?”

There are three main reasons; all having to do with a straighter line to sales.

Need Solution Offer Sale

1. Using Pay per Click you are catching 
potential buyers or clients at the exact 
moment they are looking for a solution.  
PPC crosses the path of a prospect when 
they are in the mood to listen.  You don't 
have to hope your audience is ready to act 
– you'll know your audience is ready to act 
based on the fact you caught them in the 
right place at the right time.  No other form 
of promotion can provide those immediate 
results with so much assurance.



  

2. You are presenting most of the 
information needed to make an informed 
buying decision all at once, alleviating the 
need for potential customers to “hunt and 
peck” through countless blogs, ebooks 
and competitors.  At the same time you're 
providing a call to action that doesn't 
seem like a sales pitch.  Instead, in the 
helpful way you present your material, 
you're getting prospects to nod their head 
in agreement with you all of the way 
through to your logical next step - your call 
to action.

“We have forgotten the art of asking for the sale.”

3. This system doesn't obsess over those that 
don't buy.  Instead it plucks out those who 
are ready to act and sets up the sale.  Not 
everyone coming into your funnel will be 
ready, able or suitable to to become your 
client or customer.  This method therefore 
doesn't handhold the masses like content 
marketing or user experience modalities try 
to do. It doesn't waste time dating the tire 
kickers.  It singles out the buyers and 
demands a response.



  

But because you are condensing your message and offer 
down into typically four pieces of collateral – 
● a landing page, 
● informational video, 
● download with carefully laid out “next steps”, and 
● a short email chain, 
 - everything must work and flow together very well.

That's why I hope, if you haven't done so already, you'll schedule your free phone consultation 
with me so I can help you get off to a great start. 

Click on this link to schedule your time now if you haven't already:
http://www.chapteronecopywriting.com/book-online

When you do I'll email you your Top Contender Checklist that we'll use for our call together.

We have a lot of other topics to cover, and that's why there are 4 other booklets just like this one 
which walk you through every step and keep you on task for a quick completion.

Some of the Topics Covered:
● The five “Must Includes” your video can't go without, and the right order they should fall in.
● How you can financially wreck your PPC budget by using the right keywords at the wrong 

time.  I've been there...done that.  Don't make the same mistakes!
● Not all PPC or social media paid promotion is created equal:  How to do this the right way.
● Why good copy is better than good grammar, and why some copy is better left unwritten.
● Proper landing page flow, and how a 1% gain can easily equal a 10% boost to your bottom 

line and campaign effectiveness.
● How to craft a time sensitive offer for any product or service others will find hard to refuse.
● How to let this campaign run on auto-pilot while you sit back and reap the rewards. 

That's why its' so important that you take that first step and schedule your personal conference 
call with me.  I hope to hear from you now! 

Engaging Helpful

Time 
Sensitive

Task
Oriented

Frequency

http://www.chapteronecopywriting.com/book-online


  

1.  Medical/Professional
2.  B2B Manufacturing

3.  Financial/Tech



  

CASE STUDY:  The Skate Boarding Dentist

His practice was going fine but this dentist felt like all he 
did day in and day out was skate from one chair and 
patient to the next.  He did, however, have the expertise to 
do a very high end cosmetic dental procedure which was 
what he really wanted to do.  This procedure allowed him 
to spend the entire day with one patient.  Another benefit 
was that this was always a cash transaction paid up front 
because it wasn't covered by insurance.  HI problem?  He 
just didn't know how to get the word out and find more of 
the patents he really wanted to do business with.

I set up the same pieces of collateral I've just described to you:
● A landing page with a short teaser video,
● A longer video which explained all of the facts and benefits of the procedure,
● A download which was a brochure with a timed offer.

Then, because this was a local business, we ran an ad in the local newspaper for one weekend.  
We also ran a Facebook campaign for the same time period.  With the time sensitive offer the 
public had one week to book a consultation.  

RESULTS:  That one weekend grossed him $240,000 in new patients.  He has since stopped 
doing common dental procedures, hired a young dentist to handle the routine stuff, 
and he concentrates totally on his high end cases.  

This marketing format allows professionals to select the high end clients they really want to do 
business with and is applicable to medical professionals, lawyers, life coaches or any 
professional with the expertise and desire to attract high ticket clients or patients.



  

CASE STUDY:  B2B Manufacturing
I was invited in to a manufacturer whose CEO had spent several months with an outside 
business consultant completing a SWOT analysis.  The building was impressive, outer doors 
were locked and security walked you to where ever you were supposed to go.   The board room 
was lined with teak wood  and glass windows; a large conference table was in the center with 
fine leather chairs.  Attendants were standing in the corner waiting to take your refreshment 
order.  But around the room, very counter to the fine furnishings, were big sheets of paper taped 
to the walks.  Scribbled upon them was everything you needed to know about the business; 
their products, their competition, their strengths – a whole SWOT analysis in the round.  I was 
asked to create a marketing campaign for their premiere product.

Competition:  The product was a very technical 
application that fit within the packaging process for 
customer products.  It always had to be built to 
customer specifications, but it could be used in several 
industries.  And while the client held a patent on the 
way they assembled the product, they had competition 
from household names in the Fortune 1000.  After 
listening to the story, getting a back scenes look at the 
manufacturing process and hearing the details of the 
SWOT analysis, I asked the CEO, “What have you 
done to market this product in the past?”

Past Performance:  “We've tried everything.  We've reached out to every business in every 
industry that could use this product.  We've sent our sales reps out on cold calls; we've done 
trade shows, content marketing and direct mail, but nothing produced enough measurable 
results to allow us to say we should pick one marketing method over another.  The niche market 
for our product is too small to hope the right person sees the right material at the right time.”  

The CEO also admitted that their sales process had problems.  Because each application for 
this product had to be built to customer specifications and then tested, and sales reps were too 
eager to get something in the pipeline, the company was building expensive spec products too 
often and for the wrong reasons.



  

This manufacturer had several marketing and sales problems which could be fixed with a more 
direct method and message.

● Instead of trying multiple avenues for multiple industries, we created a webinar style video 
which used Common Ground rules to present the features and benefits of using this client's 
application.  This gave all viewers everything they needed to know to move to the next step in 
the buying process.

● Using PPC and industry specific keywords, and then delivering a large amount of content in 
the video, prospective buyers found all the information they needed to know at the time they 
were looking for it.  This drove more traffic to a concentrated message rather than small bits 
of traffic to various mountains of information that was not cohesive.

● Using the download and task oriented project we were able to cut down on a lot of misguided 
speculation projects.  The prospective buyer supplied information needed to see if my client's 
application was a good fit, and then “applied” for a spec project before the speculation test 
was attempted. This removed over eager sales reps  from the process and saved the 
company thousands by avoiding bad testing situations.

Results:  Within one year of beginning the project, this manufacturer saw a 124.5% 
increase in sales while doing 37% less speculation tests.  Those spec tests they 
did run enjoyed a much higher success rate and therefore a 100% close rate.

Plus:  Because of the task oriented project in the download, prospective clients felt like they 
were in partnership with this company rather than being “sold” on a free test run.  Both 
company and client were working toward a solution that was in everyone's best interest.

Outside sales reps were eventually let go and inside sales personnel became 
“consultants” who walked prospective customers through the “application” process, giving 
the prospective customer a point person to talk to who handled their project.



  

CASE STUDY:  Financial Services Tech
A financial services house in the U.K. was pretty proud of it's new chart indicators.  The tech 
tools were designed to help traders time the market with several signals which, when conditions 
matched, let them enact trades with a higher probability of them working out in their favor.

But one only has to watch CNBC or pick up a 
Wall Street Journal to know that competition in 
the financial services industry is fierce with 
dozens of big name brokerage houses touting 
their charts and tools as the best available.  
They came to me wanting to market their new 
tools in a way which set these tech indicators 
apart from the rest.

The other challenge with financial services, 
especially in Europe, is that everyone is in the 
markets.  This meant the message had to
address the concerns of anyone from the CEO of large corporations, housewives trying to make 
money in the markets from their kitchen table or retirees who wanted to expand their retirement 
portfolios.

THE PROBLEM:  Creating a marketing message and sales flow that was all things to all people 
and drove direct sales for these new chart indicators while overcoming the high price tag which 
could be a deterrent for approximately 60% of their client base.

THE SOLUTION:  Despite the high price tag, challenging competition and a customer 
demographic which was all over the board, I went ahead and developed an informational flow 
with only four pieces of collateral; a landing page, a very long informational video and a 
download wherein the prospective client had to demonstrate prior experience in the markets by 
taking a poll.  The fourth piece of collateral was an online class on how the indicators worked, 
which had to be completed before the indicators would be unlocked.



  

To make things even more challenging, the company didn't want newbie traders that needed a 
lot of hand-holding or required a lot of time on the part of their staff to explain basic trading 
concepts.  The indicator was to be sold only to experienced traders.

● The landing page emphasized the pain of bad trades versus the indicator's ease of use, 
showcasing a 6-year-old who only needed to watch signals change from red to green to know 
when to enact a trade.

● The download appeared to be an application to be given access to the indicators.  In reality it 
was a poll which demonstrated prior trading experience.

● While the online class was an hour in length, again this was a gateway for experienced and 
highly motivated traders only.  It also added to the mystique and exclusivity of this product, 
further built upon by offering the class on a limited basis.  The product has become known as 
“the only indicator you'll ever need...if you are lucky enough to get it.”

Promotion was accomplished with Pay per Click and centered around the pain of past trading 
failures.  But because of the high number of searches per month and the high cost, keywords 
were monitored closely and many negative keywords were used.  In addition, a Facebook ad 
was promoted but at only $10 per day.

At the beginning of this project we outlined our goals:
To take two months to put together the campaign and then run it for 30 days with the goal of 
200 sales.  75% of the sales should be for the lesser priced indicator package while 25% 
coming from the much higher priced counterpart.  PPC costs were not to exceed 30% of 
revenues made, rather high but PPC costs for anything “financial” are high. 

After four years this campaign continues to run every other month with no modification.

RESULTS:  In reality the following was achieved:
● Two months to launch with the campaign running 30 days.
● 384 sales made.
● 48% of sales were for the lower priced indicator; 52% 

were for the more costly version.
● PPC costs, through close keyword monitoring and the use 

of negative keywords, came in at 22.8% of sales revenue.  
In subsequent runs PPC costs have been driven down 
further.
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